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A photo finish of The Maine Breeders Stakes trotters at Fryeburg indicates the competitiveness of this division. The winner, Quik Tryst with Walter
Case Jr. - second, Oakley with Jim Brown - third, Miss Moody Beach and Paul Battis.
FRYEBURG: FABULOUS FALL FAIR FINALE “ JE.s e»™
When the season is winding down and 
the leaves start to turn, the crusade 
northward begins. The traffic must be 
taken in stride, as it’s the only way to
get there. Cars, trucks, horsetrailers, 
motor homes, whatever, the first week 
in October they’re heading for the 
Fryeburg Fair.
The first day of the meet is always 
“ Woodsman’s Day” . I suspect it’s to 
allow everyone to get in and get settled. 
This year harness racing started up on
Tuesday. The opening handle was 
$135,550.
Maine Breeders Stakes three year old 
trotters competed on Wednesday for a 
purse of $2,463. The first division, a non­
bettor previous to post, saw the Vance
Stables, Tryst Spectator cut the mile for 
Leigh Fitch to win in an acceptable 
2:06. Gleeful Dream was second 
followed by Ruffles N Flourishes. The 
second division, also a non-bettor went 
to the Leclair’s, Quick Tryst, teamed by
leading driver Walter Case Jr. in 2:08.4. 
In a close finish Oakley was second with 
Miss Moody Beach third. Although a 
cold, windy day the handle was main­
tained at $124,850.
On Thursday there was two divisions 
of three year old pacing stakes fillies. 
The first race went as a betting event 
for $3,304. with Berry Persuadable 
coming quickly to win at the wire. Race 
Me Lisa passed Trusty Lady in the 
stretch to finish second in the 206.1
mile. The second division, a non-bettor, 
also for $3,304, impressed those present, 
as Winsong Krystle cut the mile win­
ning by megalengths in 2:02. Trusty Jill 
and Meomymissmolly followed in that 
order. The handle was $138,938.
As we go to press the three year old 
colts will be battling for final place­
ment. Lewiston opens Sunday, October 
8th with the Maine Breeders Finals to 
be contested on October 15th.
IMPORTANT DATES & UPCOMING EVENTS
Oct. 1 — Mares-bred list due at Maine Harness Race Commission Office.
♦yet. 2 — Kentucky Standardbred Sale - last day.
Oct. 2 — Tattersalls Yearling sale - Lexington, Ky.
Oct. 4 — Rosecraft Raceway opener - new five eights oval this season.
Oct. 4 — Fryeburg Fair - Maine Breeders Stakes Three Year Olds - Wed., Thurs.,
Fri
Oct. 6 — Tattersalls Mixed Sale - Lexington, Ky.
Oct. 7 — Pompano Park opens for winter season.
Oct. 8 — Lewiston Raceway opens for Fall Meet.
Oct. 8 — $350,000. Slutsky Memorial Pace at Monticello Raceway.
Oct. 15 — Lewiston Raceway - Maine Breeders Stakes Three Year Old Finals.
Oct. 15 — Octoberfest Sale at Freehold Raceway.
Oct. 19 — Maine Harness Race Commission Meeting - concerning Breeders Stakes 
rules - Civic Center.
Oct. 22 — New England Sulky Championship Eliminations at Lewiston Raceway.
Oct. 26 — Maine Harness Race Commission Meeting - concerning racing dates 
(tentative) - Civic Center.
Oct. 27 — Breeders Crowns - Two and Three year olds compete at Pompano 
Harness.
Oct. 29 — New England Sulky Championship Finals at Lewiston Raceway - $10,000 
added.
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PINE TREE 
MIXED SALE
11:00 A.M.
Lewiston Raceway October 23, 1989 
Equipment Before and After 
Auctioneer, Dale Folsom
Harold Ralph Clayton Smith
President Manager
207-946-5514 207-846-6549
Serving the Standardbred Sport in New England
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Don’t Miss A Single Issue!
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Subscribe Today... $10.00 per year
For those interested in the Standardbred sport who enjoy updated 
information, this is your opportunity to tune in on all harness happenings 
in the Northeastern sector. Ten informative issues per year!
Keep abreast of the racing community news for a reasonable fee. 
Renewals and initial subscriptions will be welcomed immediately.
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
I New------
I
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CHECK DATE:
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Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072
Northeast Harness News is a direct line of communication to New 
Englanders in the Standardbred business...wherever they may locate; 
North, South, East or West. Although we are blessed with few race 
tracks; the owners, trainers, grooms and horses have survived and in 
many instances have had national impact on the industry.
This newspaper has a second class mailing permit which insures 
legitimacy in speedy delivery. At $1.00 per issue it remains affordable 
to all. Ad rates are the most reasonable in the business. There is no 
charge for ad preparation and only a slight charge for ad photography 
when on the scene.
Get your money’s worth, subscribe, advertise and support the 
Northeast Harness News. We appreciate your business.
P.S. It’s also time for a Christmas gift to your friends!
Ye Ed 
Jean Emerson
Note From The Editor
Notice
To Subscribers & Advertisers
The next two issues of Northeast Harness News are combined 
as usual... Nov./Dec. will have a deadline of November 15th. 
Please plan to submit information material and advertising 
copy before that date.
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456 Boom Rd., Saco, Me 04072 
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YOU ARE INVITED!
Saturday, October 14th — 9:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
Open House At ....
LAVISH ACRES
Greene, Maine
.... Come One, Come All!
(Lavish Acres is six miles north of Lewiston on Route 202)
BRET’S CHAMP p.3-1:55.4 *270,515. 
(Bret Hanover - Victory Light)
Sire of one in 1:55, 71 in 2:00 and 268 in 2:05 
from a total of 342 record performers. 
Stud fee: sl,000 Live Foal.
WITSEND’S TRIBUTE 
(Speedy Crown - Burger Queen)
Sire of the Stakes placed Maine eligible 
two year old trotter, Wits Big Guy. 
Stud fee: $500. Live Foal.
-A ☆ ☆ ☆ A  ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆  ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ A A A  ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆  ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆
We would like the opportunity to show potential breeders the proven pacing stallion, 
Bret’s Champ, and the superbly bred trotting stallion, Witsend Tribute... and at this time
we would also like to present ...Horses For Sale 
• Yearlings by Best Jeffrey and Witsend’s Tribute. All are well grown with good conformation
• Broodmares in foal to Bret’s Champ and Best Jeffrey. Several to choose from.
• Weanlings by Best Jeffrey, Sheryl’s Number and Witsend’s Tribute.
"T
If you missed buying at the sale, we have what you’re looking for.
Two yearline colts, a trotter (Witsend’s Tribute-Snow Maiden) and a pacer (Best 
Jeffrey-Surtside Miss) are available for purchase, among others.
For more information contact: Frank Withee, Farm Manager Tel. 207-946-5388
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The Cushings, Aunt Toots comes on in a stretch duel, to nip the gutsy Terrise 
Ann and Arnold Miles in the two year old Maine Stakes at Scarborough.
Farmington Recap
By BLANCHE CHASE
Once again unsettled weather made 
her visit to Farmington Fair, but 
despite this, the average daily handle 
was up over last year. Wednesday’s 
race card was canceled, and the last 
day, Saturday started off with sunshine, 
but by race time cloudy skies and a 
heavy mist had moved in. But the races 
went on as scheduled, with a good 
crowd on hand, and David Dunn, Direc­
tor of Racing, would like to thank all the 
horsemen who raced here during the 
meet, and for your loyal support.
Monday, Wendell Glidden was up­
ended in an accident in front of the 
grandstand driving 0  Beauty Time Girl, 
and luckily no serious injuries were 
reported.
The track record was broken by the 
trotter, Kelvin Lobell a six year old 
trotting son of Speedy Crown out of 
Keystone Toska owned by E.E. Carson 
of Buckfield, Me., the E.T. Fraser of 
Brunswick and Scarborough, Me. driven 
by Kevin Switzer, who set the new track 
record at 2:04.2. Skip’s Chance a four 
year old pacing son of Jamuga, out of 
First Endeavor, owned by the Shivas 
Stables of Cumberland Ctr., Me., and 
driven by Paul Bresciani, stopped the 
clock at 2:00.3 for a new pacing track 
record.
Mark Mosher was the leading dash 
driver and received a fifty dollar gift 
certificate to be used at Alexander’s 
Horse Supply. Irene Cushing was also 
presented a Bouquet of dried flowers by
Shannon Smith, for her daily help with 
the blanket program.
This year marked the tenth year of 
the blanket program, and the names 
below represent thirteen sponsors that 
have given since the program started. 
Fleet Bank of Maine, Harold S. Tranten 
Gen. Store, Farmington Elks BPOE 
#2430, Day’s Family Store, Cliff Chase 
Contractor, M.H.ILA., Forster MFG. 
Co., Inc., Franklin Savings Bank, 
Porter Quip., Century #21 Sandy River 
Realty, Mt. Blue IGA., Currier Ins. 
Agency, and Backus Garage. Our 
thanks to them, and to all the other 
sponsors, too. Next year is the 150th 
year of Farmington Fair, and anyone 
wishing to sponsor a blanket for this 
occasion at the races can contact 
Shannon Smith or any area horsemen.
Congratulations to Bob and Rick 
Cushing’s two year old filly trotter, 
Aunt Toots, who took the final sire stake 
program at Scarborough. This two year 
old daughter of Fireball, out of Swift 
Willow by Jesher, clocked in a 2:09.3 for 
a whopping purse of $21,366 driven by 
Ronald Cushing.
At the close of the races Saturday, 
horsemen gathered at the Cushing barn 
for the annual cookout, where good food 
and friends came together For some 
good old horse talk.
All too soon the last truck and trailer 
pass through the gates, and a hush once 
again fails over the Farmington Fair 
grounds.
ROYAL STALLION STAKES
Congratulations to Winsong Sapphire!
Winsong Sapphire paced to a win in 2:04 in the two year old division of the $9,600. 
Royal Stallion Stages at Saratoga Raceway recently.
Maine Breeders 
Two Year Old Finals
By K.C. JOHNSON
Three exciting finishes highlighted 
Scarborough’s first-ever hosting of a 
final of the Maine Breeders’ Stakes, as 
Aunt Toots, Ann Alden, and Straw Man 
swept to impressive triumphs in their 
divisions.
The two-year-old trotting division 
produced a mild upset, as Aunt Toots 
(The Fireball-Swift Willow), at odds of 
6-to-l, charged past Terisse Ann 
(Springfest-Amanda T.) and Arnold 
Miles in the final strides to nab the win. 
Driven by Ron Cushing, Aunt Toots 
came away second to last, allowing 
Miles to seize the lead with his filly past 
the quarter pole in 32.4. Around the 
paddock turn, Valerie Grondin pulled 
multiple Stakes winner Westridge
J.K.J. into the outside flow to 
challenge. The two of them raced as a 
team to the half in 1:05.1, but Terisse 
Ann began to pull away as the field 
rounded the clubhouse turn. At this 
point. Ron Cushing stepped Aunt Toots 
three-wide, and she quickly moved up to 
second place past three-quarters in 
1:37.1. As the field headed for seven- 
eights, it was clear that Aunt Toots had 
the trot, but it was questionable as to 
whether Terisse Ann's lead would suf­
fice. It did not, as Aunt Toots got up in 
the final strides to win by a neck with 
Terisse Ann second and Westridge 
J.K.J. a distant third. The other 
finalists were Gam ble’ s Reward, 
Busby’s Echo, Knotch Hill Kurt, Race 
Me Miracle, and Wit’s Big Guy. The 
trotters competed for a purse of $21,263.
The two-year-old filly division went to 
the division’s most consistent entrant, 
Ann Alden (Willow Skipper-Sail Over). 
Handled by Gary Hall, the Richard 
Seigars owned and trained entry was 
somewhat overshadowed going into the 
event by Walter Case, Jr. and Sulmona, 
who had set a Stakes record (2:01.4) in 
their most recent start. Sulmona broke
entering the backstretch, however, and 
Ann Alden sped to the lead, with 
Winsong Sapphire, who had battled her 
for supremacy for much of the summer, 
sitting second. The quarter was 29.2 and 
the naif 1:01.1 wnen Marc Mosher 
pulled his filly out of the pocket to 
challenge the frontrunner. Tne two of 
them raced as a team in a thrilling 
battle past three-quarters in 1:32.2, a n i 
continued inseparable around the f in *  
turn. At the top of the stretch, however, 
Winsong Sapphire (Sheryl’s Number- 
Tourterelle) made a break, and Ann 
Alden coasted home to victory in the 
$21,361 event. Miss Bristol rallied late 
for second while Winsong Sapphire held 
third. The other finalists were Go Miss 
Best, Merdith My Belle, Chocky 
Forwood, She’ s A Jeannie, and 
Sulmona. The mile was timed in 2:04.3.
The two-year-old colt and gelding 
final went to Straw Man CTrusty 
Dream-Pullbox), who dominated the 
division throughout the summer for 
Kevin Switzer. Away from the six hole, 
Switzer gathered Straw Man back to the 
rail, allowing longshots to claim the 
lead until third favorite Joseph 
Ridgecrest took over past the half. 
Around the culbhouse turn, Straw Man 
started his move, after being forced 
third-over behind Joseph Ridgecrest 
and Race Me David. A three-wide move 
towards three-quarters was sufficient 
for the win, and Straw Man poured it on 
in the stretch to an open-length victory. 
Don Richards and Ray Gilhooly alertly 
split pacers in deep stretch to claim 
second, while Race Me David just 
edged Joseph Ridgecrest for third. The 
other finalists were Donnybrook King. 
Aceofsuperstition, Pine River Mike, 
and My Bill Ollie in the 2:04 mile.
The three year old Maine Breeders 
Stakes Finals will be contested at 
Lewiston Raceway.
Twelve divisional cham pionships in 1989  
w orth an estimated $4,640,000.
D ate E v e n t & E s tim a te d  P u rs e T ra c k
S eptem ber 1 $290,000 Mare Pace N orthfie ld  Park
S eptem ber 8 U.S. $220,000 M are Trot H ippodrom e 
Blue Bonnets
S eptem ber 15 $320,000  Horse & G eld ing Pace Freehold R acew ay
S eptem ber 22 $240,000 Horse & G eld ing Trot F reesta te  R acew ay
O ctober 27 $440,000 2Y O  Colt & G eld ing Trot Pom pano Park
O ctobe r 27 $420,000 2Y O  Filly Trot P om pano Park
O ctobe r 27 $630,000 2YO  Colt & G eld ing Pace P om pano Park
O ctobe r 27 $550,000 2YO  Filly Pace P om pano Park
O ctober 27 $360,000 3YO  Colt & G eld ing Trot P om pano Park
O ctobe r 27 $330,000 3Y O  Filly T rot P om pano Park
O ctobe r 27 $400,000 3Y O  C olt & G eld ing Pace P om pano Park
O ctobe r 27 $360,000 3Y O  Filly Pace P om pano Park
Breeders Crown 
L’Hippodrome Blue Bonnets
BY CLARK THOMPSON
Montreal. You might say there was a out of the Galophone mare Kates 
“ French Connection”  to this years Image. Free token with a five-eighths 
edition of the Breeders Crown for older mile mark of 1.57.2 this year and a 
trotting mares. First you had Blue summary of 5/8/1 in eighteen starts 
Bonnets hosting its first ever Breeders could not be discounted, especially with 
Crown event and then you had Grades Buddy Gilmour down to drive.
Singing winning the crown. At post time Grades Singing was four
The millionaire trotter Grades Sing- to five on the board while Kit Lobell was 
ing was heavily favored to win the at nine to five. Surprisingly, the fans 
crown for the second time. She was had discounted Scenic Regal at twenty 
Returning to the track where she made three to one who had been the third 
her debut as a two year old in 1984. Her choice on the morning line. All of the 
Swedish owners, (Brandberg, Anderson trotters got away clearly but a mis-step 
and Heed), had sent one of their in the first turn by Kit Lobell causing 
country’s top drivers (Olle Goop) to interference with Georgina Seelster and 
drive and accompanied by her groom Nettie M eliminated them all from 
(Lotta Bjorkman). As reported in the contention. Grades singing making the 
M ontreal G azette on race day top with a 28.1 second effort avoided the 
(September 8), her former owner Gra- traffic encountered by Harold Story and 
tien Deschenes had even made his farm Scenic Regal. After a brief rest to the 
in St. Basile, Quebec, available so the half in one minute even, Grades Singing 
mare could relax in familiar surround- showed us all what she is made of as she 
ings prior to the race. And, as luck trotted her last half in 57.3 seconds to 
would have it, she drew post position win by a length over Scenic Regal, 
two in a field of ten making her the Kerrys Crown was in a photo for the 
morning line favorite at five to two. show position rounding out the top three
There were other top contenders for finishes. Following closely behind were 
the crown as well. Like Kit Lobell who Sarah Gal, Free Token, Keystone Im- 
defeated Mack Lobell just last month at pala, Mystic Virtue, Georgina Seelster 
Yonkers and who had finished a close and Kit Lobell who was placed last for 
second to the Legislator Trot winner interference.
Super Speedy. Terrence M cG ee’ s Breeders Crown notes: Tom Charters 
Scenic Regal was back for her third try and crew should be complimented for 
at winning the crown, having lost last the program notes on the horses 
year by a head to Armbro Flori and by owners. Breeders Crown producer Bob 
a neck to Grades Singing at Northfield Rosburg is a graduate of Kents Hill now 
in 1987. But, as in this years Legislator working for ESPN. The open air 
Trot at Scarborough Downs, Scenic clubhouse, second level, and race pad- 
Regal drew the outside post position dock between the clubhouse and 
which was post nine on this five-eighths grandstand made watching Grades 
mile oval. John Campbell was in town Singing track record performance a 
to drive Kerrys Crown, a Speedy Crown real treat. And before leaving, we want 
with a mark of 1:56.2 this year at the to wish Gaston Rivest the best of luck 
Meadowlands. Another Speedy Crown with his On The Road Again colt and a 
out of the top race mare Ima Lula was speedy recovery for his trainer and 
Keystone Impala with a mark of 1:55.4 driver Marcel Barrieau. As they say in 
and William Fahy up to drive. Nettie M, harness racing, it all comes down to the 
with amateur driver and owner Paul Breeders Crown. It deserves your sup- 
Spears, had six wins this year as did port, so hop on the train the next time 
Sarah Gal, a Dream of Glory offspring it comes to a city near you.
It was a successful homecoming when Grades Singing won the aged trot in the 
Breeders Crown. Pictured with groom, Lotta Bjorkman.
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FOR LEASE.
Top Quality Proven Stallion 
K.C. THREE
p. l:57f. *350,000+
Sire: Adios Vic p. 1:56.3 with 136 in 2:00 - 419 in 2:05 
(Exported-Australia)
Dam: Kenmar Kate 2:04.2 by Jamie, a trotting bred mare 
who has produced on both gaits, you have seen them race 
here in New England and at the metropolitan areas.
• Fairfield County 2:01f. *117,398 (Speedy Crown) winner of Legislator 
Trot at Scarborough Downs presently has a foal by Joie De Vie.
• Stamford d. 1:57.2 *128,018 (Adios Vic)
• Halfback Option p. 2:01.4 *20,163. (Big Towner)
• Kate’s Last Star 1:59.3 *28,092 (Bret’s Star) now in foal to Tuscon 
Hanover.
K.C. Three was “Horse of The Year” at Foxboro for five 
consecutive vears. He is retiring sound as a fourteen year old. 
He was bred once to Lady Candace and has a three year old, 
K.C.’s Saberhagen, who recently won the feature at Saratoga 
in 1:58.
We are looking for a quality farm that will give this popular 
producing stallion a reasonable opportunity at stud. 
Interested parties who can provide proper care and services 
please call
Wendall Donaway. Tel. 508-543-9682
FOR SALE
Yearling Stud Colt
Superb Individual-born March ’88. Sire: WILLOW SKIPPER 
(Meadow Skipper-Imagine), he has produced the 1989 two 
year old pacing filly stakes finalist, ANN ALDEN.
Dam: CANDY PANTS p. 2:09.2 (Rum Customer-Moyna 
Hanover) whose first foal, LAVISH CANDY was a stakes 
winner who paced in 2:06.lh. as a two year old and 2:01.4 
at three, with over $70,000 in earnings.
For Details Call: 603-692-5292 
Evenings After 8:00 P.M.
Beckwith Stable
Looking to train harness race horses. s1200 per day. Lifetime 
of experience. We offer proper feeding and good care. 
Regulation half mile training track on the farm. Driver of 
your choice when racing.
Can offer rest and rehabilitation at $8.00 per day. Excellent 
turn out areas. Willing to do leg work, blistering etc.
^ Whatever is needed to make them race the best.
I We are conveniently located and will ship for a reasonable fee.
Call: 207-845-2762 Anytime
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A Book Review: ByTOMSHEHAN
“ More Tales Of Whoa”
Not many columns are written these 
days about harness racing, let alone 
harness racing columns flavored with 
puns and whimsical humor. For that 
matter, not many books are published 
about harness racing, but that’s what 
characterizes a little volume entitled 
“ More Tales of Whoa!”
In fact, it’s ten years since the same 
kind of little book entitled “ Tales of 
Whoa!”  was issued with The Trotting 
Horse Museum of Goshen, N.Y., and 
Phil Pines, also listed as the publishers 
and author of this one.
Phil does many things well. Among 
them writing these gems under the 
columnar title of “ On The Rail” , and 
they’re printed every week in a number 
of newspapers and magazines. They’re 
even read over radio and television 
because it sometimes saves the elec­
tronic media from hemming and haw­
ing all over the place.
While we don’t have a harness racing 
caricaturist of our very own to satirize 
the trotters and pacers and the people 
who own, train, drive, and take care of 
them, as Robert L. Dickey did fifty 
years ago in The Horse Review, Pines 
has resurrected Dickey’s drawings to 
illustrate his commentary. By taking 
the amount of the embalming fluid, and 
matching them up in a very amusing 
way with what he has written, Pines 
gives us an added treat.
There is, of course, more than Pines’ 
puns and whimsey and Dickey’s best in 
“ More Tales of Whoa!”  For example, 
we are reminded that a horse named 
“ Go Get Lost”  beat “ Mack Lobell”  just
when everybody began to think that 
“ Mack” was unbeatable. There must be 
something to the name given a horse 
because it was a horse named “ Upset”  
who beat the great “ Man o ’ War” in the 
only race “ Big Red” ever lost.
For another example, we’re told that 
the late Joe O’Brien led all the harness 
racing drivers for all eternity with
miles of two minutes or less up to the 
end of the 1960 campaign with a total of 
97 of his very own.
That’s nothing, implies this little 
compendium of foolishness and serious 
knowledge, John Campbell had 507 of 
them all to himself during the 1987 
campaign.
Makes you realize, doesn’t it, just 
how insignificant speed is today? 
There's got to be more than speed to 
harness racing and there is.
No harness racing book would be 
complete without a report on horses 
with strange taste buds. This tells us 
about one who eats oysters. Another 
who dotes on doughnuts and cruellers.
What’s more, the latter was not bred, 
owned, or named by Bill Rosenberg . 
You remember Bill? He was the guy 
who founded the Dunkin’ Doughnuts 
chain of shops. And then took his ill-
gotten gains from making those in- 
digestables a national habit and bought, 
bred, raised, and raced enough good 
horses to win him a niche in The Hall 
of Fame of The Trotter.
Copies of “ More Tales of Whoa! ”  can 
be obtained from The Trotting Horse 
Museum, Goshen, N.Y. 10924.
New England Fairs Are Fun!
American Horse Council News
Ways & Means Approves Capital Gains Reduction; 
Extends Self-Employed Insurance Deduction
Ending several months of negotia­
tions over the capital gains tax rate, 
which began when Chairman Dan 
Rostenkowski himself discussed a tem­
porary cut to raise revenue, the house 
Ways & M eans C om m ittee on 
September 14 approved 19 to 17 a 
reduction in the tax on capital gains. 
The vote is seen as a victory for the 
President, who supported the return of 
a differential rate on capital gains, and 
a loss for the house Democratic 
leadership, who opposed it. The cut is 
part of a budget reconciliation package 
that is intended to cut the 1990 deficit 
by $8 billion with the tax changes adding 
about $6 billion over the next fiscal 
year.
The Committee did not adopt Chair­
man Rostenkowski’s compromise, opt­
ing instead for the plan offered by 
Congressman Ed Jenkins (D-GA). 
Jenkins’ provision provides that 30% of 
the gain on the sale of any capital asset, 
including horses, would be excluded 
from income before computing your tax 
at the regular rate, 15% or 28%, making 
the effective top capital gains rate 
19.6%. The exclusion would apply to 
sales of assets between September 14, 
the date of adoption, and December 31, 
1991. After that assets would be “ index­
ed,”  which means any gain resulting 
from inflation would not be taxed. The 
change did not affect the holding period
of 24 months required for horses.
Preparing for consideration of a 
House capital gains reduction, Seantor 
Lloyd Bentsen (D-TX), Chairman of the 
Senate Finance Com m ittee, has 
proposed to reinstate a broader deduc­
tion for contributions to Individual 
Retirement Accounts by all taxpayers 
as an alternative to the reduction. 
Senator Bentsen maintains that his 
proposal, which would also allow IRAs 
to be used for college tuition and a 
house purchases, would benefit more 
people. The Ways & Means Committee 
considered this proposal and rejected it.
The House Committee also extended 
for two more years the 25% tax 
deduction for health insurance costs 
now available to the self-employed. 
This deduction was scheduled to expire 
at the end of this year. The provison was 
sponsored by Congressman Byron 
Dorgan (D-ND) in the Committee.
The Ways & Means Committee also 
voted to begin withholding on the 
paychecks of farm workers who are 
presently exempt.
The Ways & Means Committee 
package is expected to come to the full 
House for a vote in perhaps two weeks. 
The Democratic leadership, which op­
poses the capital gains tax reduction, is 
expected to offer alternatives when the 
bill is .considered by the full House.
The Rochester Fair Marshall, Valerie Sutherland adds to the pageantry and 
fanfare.
Remember yourTirst pony ride? The Cumberland Fair offered youngsters the 
opportunity.
Horse pulling is for everyone, as this lady driver shows her expertise to the 
appreciative crowd.
Black Percherons from the Dearborns “ Homestead Farm”  Biddeford, Maine at 
Fryeburg Fair.
Tahoe Lobell wins
Maine Championship Pace
Tahoe Lobell and owner, Gail Rollins in the Scarborough winners circle after 
The Maine Championship Pace.
By K.C. JOHNSON
Tahoe Lobell (Icarus Lobell—Titania 
Lobell) ended a season of seesawing in 
the top class winners—over pace at the 
Downs with a dominating performance 
in the inaugural Maine State Cham­
pionship Pace, held at the Downs for a 
$25,000 purse on Sunday, September 17. 
Driven by Jim Hardy for owners Gail 
and Kenneth Rollins of Georgetown, 
Massachusetts, Tahoe Lobell equaled his 
lifetime best (1:57.2) and also set the 
third fastest mile to date at the Downs 
in 1989.
The field seemed evenly matched and 
included Bret’s Caliber, the winner of 
the 1988 Memorial Day Classic and a 
1:57.4 victor for Dave Ingraham in his 
previous start, Delightful Pal, Walter 
Case, Jr.’s top pacer who dominated the 
winners-over events in the first two 
months of the meet, Sinamon’s Son, who 
registered a sharp 1:58.1 come-from- 
behind triumph on July 2, and Mr. Dow 
Jones, who was tied with delightful Pal 
for the most sub-2:00 victories this meet 
(four). Laster Throckmorton, Jockey 
Shorts, and Sheryl’s Number filled out 
the field.
Several pacers vied for the early 
command, with Sheryl’s Number, Laser 
Throckmorton, and Bret’s Caliber even­
tually battling three-wide with Tahoe 
Lobell being gathered back. Bret’s 
Caliber was carried three-wide around 
the bend, but angled into the lead past 
the eighth and led the Invitational pacers 
down to the quarter in 27.2, the fastest 
initial panel of the meet. Laser 
Throckmorton sat second with Sheryl’s 
Number third, while Hardy dropping in 
(briefly) fifth. As the field rounded the
paddock turn, Case pulled Delightful Pal 
off the rail from sixth, forcing Hardy to 
again swing Tahoe Lobell into the 
outside flow. Bret’s Caliber stopped the 
teletimer past the half in 57 seconds flat, 
with Laser Throckmorton second and 
Hardy darting Tahoe Lobell into the rail 
third as Sheryl’s Number began to fade.
Past five-eights, Delightful Pal again 
forced Tahoe Lobell to step off the rail, 
and, with a blistering burst of speed, he 
forged into the lead by the time the field 
passed three-quarters, gaining three 
lengths on Bret’s Caliber in the process. 
Three-quarters was -timed in 1:27.2. 
Meanwhile, amongst the trailers, 
Sinamon’s Son had revved up the engine 
and stepped three-wide from last place 
to improve his position to fifth past the 
mark. Around the final turn, Tahoe 
Lobell again accelerated and drew away 
from the field, with Sinamon’s Son up to 
second and Bret’s Caliber third. Tahoe 
Lobell coasted through the stretch to 
post an eight-length victory, while Bret’s 
Caliber exhibited remarkable tenacity 
by battling back along the inside to 
reclaim second place under the wire. 
Sinamon’s Son faded to third while 
Delightful Pal held fourth. Mr.Dow 
J o n e s ,  J o c k e y  Shor t s ,  L a s e r  
Throckmorton, and Sheryl’s Number 
completed the field.
Tahoe Lobell returned $4.40 to win (he 
was the co-favorite with Bret’s Caliber) 
while increasing his seasonal earnings to 
nearly $19,000. His 1:57.2 time was but 
three-fifths of a second off the track 
record for aged pacing geldings held by 
Horus
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Harness Profile: Ralph Fenno
Casco Bay Racing Stable
By JEAN EMERSON
Ralph Fenno, a true Downeaster, was 
born in Machias, Maine in 1922. He was 
educated in the local schools and sum­
mers went to the Washington County 
Fair circuit with his uncle, Joe Fenno. 
Between farm work, jogging and train­
ing early on, he received the back­
ground in harness racing that has 
served him well throughout a lifetime 
of involvement.
In 1942, Fenno joined the service 
serving for three years in the Third 
Marine Division. Tnis unit operated in 
the Pacific Theater, battling through 
Guadalcanal, Guam, Iwo Jima, etc.
After W.W. II in 1945, Fenno married 
Helen Donahue and entered Emerson 
College in Boston, maioring in com­
munication and broadcasting. Upon 
completion his first job was Sports 
Announcer and Station Director for 
W.K.X.L. in Concord, N.H.
Before long he was back into harness 
racing at the New Hampshire Fairs 
with the pacer Bernice Volo. He recalls 
the first year of the starting gate at the 
Rochester Fair in 1947.
By 1950 he moved to W.P.O.R. in 
Portland, Maine serving in the off 
season, and racing horses throughout 
the summer. He recalls Hobby, Squirt 
Direct and Dickey Boy racing at the 
Maine Fairs.
It was about this time that Fenno 
came into association with the talented 
horseman, Cliff Card. Card, who served 
as a Railroad Engineer winters and 
raced horses summers, had had a 
serious accident and Fenno assisted
him with the stable. He eventually 
assumed responsibility of the outfit 
when Card retired. This included Atom, 
Josephine Abbey, Pistol Pete among 
others for owners Sam Aceto ana 
Laurence McCracken.
By 1954 Fenno had a stable of about 
a dozen and ventured successfully to 
Toronto to race. Additional owners 
included Harry Harman, Dick Garrett, 
Norm Hubbard and Arnold Swinimer.
By 1960 it was full time racing for the 
Fenno Stable, and by 1965 Harold 
Sanborn came on board. Sanborn who 
owned shares in Ohio’s Fair Chance 
Farm provided the stable with the good 
Butlers Dream filly, Piper’s Chance 
1:58, Amor Chance by Amortizer, The 
Widow Mite etc. They raced the eastern 
seaboard circuit;  Vernon Downs, 
Pocono, Buffalo, Yonkers as a major 
stable.
About 1976 Fenno decided to become 
a racing official. He became licensed 
and served as associate Judge and then 
Presiding Judge at Scarborough, 
Lewiston and Cumberland.
In the early ’80’s Fenno retired from 
racing and accepted a state job with the 
Maine Turnpike.
Ralph ana Helen Fenno have three 
children; the oldest, Jan is in real 
estate, Hank Jr. works for Maine 
Human Services and Tim, the youngest, 
is in the harness racing business.
At the present time the family comes 
together to race as the Casco Bay 
Stable, but don’t be fooled as it’s really 
Fenno and company!
Ralph Fenno relaxes at the farm home of Casco Bay Racing Stable. Horses here 
enjoy the expertise of a knowledgeable long-timer.
WEST BUXTON HORSE FARM
Now Officially Open 
Boarding Available By Week or Month
• New stalls
• Great pasture
Call 207-929-3725
• Top feeding program
• Individualized care
Ask For Donna.
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All Welcome To Rick & Joy 1
RACEALON(
Saturday Oct. 21st & Sunday, Oct. 22nd Allen Rd., \
9:00 A.M. To 4:00 P.M. Rain Or Shine!
Come and m eet the stallions we will be standing in 1990.
WILLIAMSBURG ONE p. 1:52.2m. $314,910 
(Oil Burner-Auntie Mame-Bye Bye Byrd)
This classic stallion was a stakes winner at two, three and four. He 
had eight wins in 1:55 or better and a mark of 1:54.1 on a five-eighths 
track, j o  B e  Announced Soon: Major Bonus Race For First Crop Of Williamsburg One.
(
BEST JEFFREY p. l:57.4h. $188,738 
(Best of All-Shadydale Frisky-Airliner)
Maine “ Stallion of the Year”  in 1986 and 1987. Sire of Waltz On Jeff 
p.3, l:58.1-fastest Maine-bred colt ever, plus numerous other outstand­
ing stakes participants.
•*<  jr*< £*< jr*< '? *<
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Moody's Open House At....
G STABLE
Wells, Maine Maine’s Newest 
Standardbred Facility
Featuring
“ State Of The Art”  construction on fifty acres of lush countryside, 
specializing in boarding, breeding, foaling & layups.
Offering:
• A 32 stall barn with smoke detectors and sprinkler system.
• A carefully monitored feeding system
• Large foaling stalls and washroom.
• Experienced employees who provide quality care.
• The best in vet service, on a 24 hour basis.
• Large run-in sheds with acres of fenced paddocks.
• Heated underground waterers
• A regulation half mile training track under construction.
RACEALONG STABLE
“Setting Standards For Excellence”.
Directions: Maine Turnpike-Exit 2. Turn right for three-tenths mile, then left on Rt. 9 west 
for four and a half miles to Johnson’s Piano Shop — take a left, pass Tilcon plant, go one 
mile to end of road, left again for 1.3 miles to Tatnic Rd. then left on Allen Rd. Stable 
on right.
'  Conveniently Located
Less than 40 minutes to Scarborough Downs and approximately an hour and a half to 
Lewiston Raceway. Twenty minutes to Rochester, N.H. An hour to Boston and less than 
4 hours to Yonkers Raceway.
Shipping Can Be Arranged
Tel. 207-676-9024 Tel. 207-646-6236
(Farm 7 A.M.-5 P.M.) (Home-Evenings)
y * i  >vi y * i  >*-$ >*$
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E. Laurence Osgood in his office at the Rochester Fair.
Harness Profile:
By JEAN EMERSON
The 114th annual Rochester Fair 
recently completed their 1989 season. 
Horsemen have been known to give up 
added purse money for extra travel and 
the chance to wm a blanket at the 
Rochester Fair. For over a century this 
fair has extended a hearty welcome to 
area horsemen. Usually personalities 
enter into the conduct of a celebrated 
event and in this case it is Rochester’s 
own President and General Manager, 
E. Laurence Osgood.
Osgood has been on deck for almost 
the entire duration of the famed fair. 
Born in 1909 on Maple St. in Rochester, 
he is a true native son. His father, 
Frank H. Osgood, operated a livery 
stable and trained and raced about a 
dozen horses for Isaac Springfield, the 
first president of the Fair.
It was only normal that Laurence 
would work into the family business 
early on. By the time he was thirteen 
years old he was driving, as no license 
was required at that time. By the time 
he was sixteen he was being paid to 
drive, one he can remember was the 
grey mare May Brivo, 2:14 for owner 
Harold Preston.
Father and son also raced over North 
Main St., Granite State Park in Dover 
and on the ice in Derry, N.H. His father 
drove until he was seventy two, winning 
his last race in 1974 with Double Volo
E. Laurence Osgood
at the Acton Fair.
Osgood accepted a job as rural mail 
carrier when he was seventeen, continu­
ing also his stable at Rochester. In 1929 
he married Elizabeth. They have a son, 
Richard, and a daughter, Joan.
In 1945, Osgood served on the Board 
of Directors of the Rochester Fair. The 
same year he was designated as Race 
Secretary, a post he held for the next 
ten years. In 1969, he became Director 
of Racing until 1975 when he became 
General Manager, plus he has served as 
Fair President for the past four years.
There have been many exciting 
events over the years at the Fair. In 
1912 the Wright Brothers made an 
appearance with their latest contrap­
tion “ the airplane.”  There have been a 
number of race records: in the 20’s it 
was Single G-2:053A, in the 30’s — Little 
Pat — 2:04, this was followed by Guy 
The Tramp 2:03^ and Ray Henley 
2:023A. At a later time it was Bucky Day 
with Strong Focus in 2:02 and then 
Armbro Blaze with Freeman Parker in 
2:00.3. If memory serves, the track still 
holds the world record for a mile and 
an eighth on the trot by Sweet Lollipop.
It’s been a long illustrious journey 
and a road well traveled by E. Laurence 
Osgood. He can rightfully claim title as 
New H am pshire ’ s own. . .Mr. 
Rochester Fair!
Leigh Fitch, leading driver at Rochester, wins with Race Me David for Dana 
and Jean Childs.
Rochester Stats
Rochester has had paramutuel racing 
for fifty two years. They were the first 
fair after Rockingham Park to be 
licensed. In 1930 it lasted five days, 
grossing $30,000. featuring both trotters 
and runners. The town has grown from 
9,000 to 30,000 population in the past 
twenty years. It is now an eleven day 
fair ana two years ago was granted 
permission for Sunday racing. It covers 
fifty seven acres including the half mile 
track. In 1975 the Hall of Fame was 
started and with the able assistance of 
Bob and Jean Ferland has now become 
one of the most popular centers of
attraction. Over the years the sports 
most prominent drivers: Frank Salford, 
Carl Avery, Jim Jordan, Bill O’Donnell 
and Jim Doherty have been featured.
This year Leigh Fitch completed fair 
week as leading driver. The Ladies 
Driving Championship was won by 
Donna Smith.
Rain fell nearly everyday. The 
paramutuel handle in 1988 of $1,172,000 
was down slightly this year to 
$1,130,400.
You can be sure of one thing, 
everyone will be back next year for the 
Rochester Fair!!
Summer Of Speed Concludes At Scarborough By K.C. Johnson
Sixty-one sub-2:00 miles were paced 
over the superbly-maintained Downs 
oval in the 1989 summer season, just 
short of the all-time record of sixty-nine 
set last year in a meeet which lasted 
three weeks longer. Eight miles, in 
addition, fell below the 1:58 barrier, 
which shattered the previous record.
Jaguar spur led the parade with his 
1:55.3 score in the 1989 President’s 
Pace. Driven by Dick Stillings, the 
world class pacer set the track record 
for aged pacing horses in the process. 
That mark had been set earlier in the 
summer by Antoine and Walter 
Case,Jr., who paced the meet’s second 
fastest trip in their Governor’s Pace 
1:56.1 victory. The third lucrative in­
vitational (the $25,000 Maine State 
Championship Pace) produced the 
meet’s third fastest mile, as Tahoe 
Lobell scored in 1:57.2.
Five other miles also stopped the 
teletim er below the 1:58 mark, 
something once unheard of here at the
Downs. Shannon’s Barrett, driven by 
Leigh Fitch, demolished a good field of 
high conditioned pacers on September 
10, en route to setting a new track 
record for three-year-old pacing colts, 
1:57.3. (The previous record, Race Me 
Sandy’s 1:58.2, had been set by Fitch
earlier in the meeting.) The other 1:57.3 
mile was Delightful Pal, who im­
pressively bested Don Roy’s, Pat Cash, 
in a June 18th winners-over event. Top- 
class winners-over events produced the 
three 1:57.4 miles. Hallview Power and 
Walter Case, Jr., sat second behind the 
front speed of To the Fore on July 23
and sped past the Jim Apperti, Jr., 
driven entry in the stretch to get up in 
1:57.4; Steve Quinn s Kinda Smooth N. 
raced over-land for much of the mile en 
route to his 1:57.4 triumph over Race 
Me Sandy on August 6; and Dave 
Ingraham and Bret’s Caliber received a 
trip similar to Hallview Power’s while 
taking his 1:57.4 score over Tahoe
Lobell.
Thirteen miles fell between the 1:58 
and 1:58.4 marks. Notable among these 
were Tahoe Lobell’s two off-track 
triumphs (1:58.3 and 1:58.4), Sinamon’s 
Son come-from-behind 1:58.1 upset in 
winners-over event on July 2, 1:58.3
scores by two former track record 
holders (Antoine and Michael’s All 
Star), and Super Speedy’s 1:58.2 
triumph in the Legislator, which 
equaled the world record for aged 
trotting geldings over a half-mile track.
Finally,forty miles stopped the 
teletimer between 1:59 and 1:59.4. Race 
Me Peek A Bu’s and My Classy Lady’s
1:59.1 scores (which equaled the track 
record for aged pacing mares) fell into 
this category, as were several triumphs 
by three-year-olds (Bay State and 
Sinamon Skip). Delightful Pal and Mr. 
Dow Jones tied for the most sub-2:00 
victories at the meeting (4), while
Laser Throckmorton and Tahoe Lobell 
compiled three sub-2:00 wins apiece (as 
an aside, both were driven by Jim 
Hardy at the time). Walter Case,Jr., 
compiled the most sub-2:00 wins with 
17, while Jim Hardy occupied second 
with 10. Leigh Fitch (6), Roland Mallar 
(4), Jim Apperti, Jr., (4), and Dave 
Ingraham (3) completed the top six in 
the standings.
Several track records came in above 
the 2:00 barrier. These included Straw 
Man’s 2:03.1 triumph on August 15 for 
Kevin Sw itzer, which ec lip sed  
Firecracker George’s track record for 
two-year-old pacing geldings; Tryst 
Spectator’s 2:04.2 win for Leigh Fitch 
on September 14, which bettered the 
record of Count Spice for the three- 
year-old trotting geldings; and Angel of 
M usic’ s 2:01.3 score for Walter 
Case,Jr., which equaled Dipsit’s track 
record for two-year-old pacing fillies.
So concludes a summer of speed at 
Scarborough Downs.
Walter Case, Jr. Runs Away 
With Downs Driving Title
By K.C. JOHNSON
Walter Case, Jr., who set the track 
record for most driving wins in one 
meeting with 330 last summer at 
Scarborough, quite comfortably took his 
second consecutive driving cham­
pionship at M aine’ s Showplace, 
finishing some 156 victories ahead of his 
nearest rival, Leigh Fitch. Dave In­
graham, who arrived at the meet late, 
finished impressively to take third 
pllce in the standings with 96 wins, 
while consistent Jim Hardy occupied 
fourth after 85 trips to the winners’ 
circle. In a close race for fifth. Greg 
Bowden held off the challenges of John 
Nason and Paul Battis.
Case’s meet represented the model of 
consistency. Until September, when he 
frequently took nights off and Ingraham 
got hot, Case finished first in the weekly 
drivers’ standings in all weeks but one; 
he also won all months except for 
September. Case amassed 82 wins in 
May and June, an amazing 85 in July, 
78 in August, and 27 in September. 
Seven times he compiled twenty or 
more wins in one week, with the last 
week of June (24) his best. In addition 
to his own powerful stable (Antoine, 
Mister Craft, etc.), Case also did the 
bulk of the teaming for the Ballard 
barn, which had its normally strong 
meet. He took his 3500th career victory 
with the Ballard-trained Dr. Longball in 
a driving rain on September 16, rallying 
the horse in a top conditioned pace when 
it appeared he had little kick left.
Leigh Fitch spent considerably less 
time at Scarborough than any meet 
since he returned from Foxboro, but 
nonethless parlayed a quick early start 
into an overall second place finish in the 
driving race. Fitch took 58 trips to the 
winners’ circle in May and June, but 
only 14 in July, when he spent the bulk 
of his time at Bangor. He raced at both
Scarborough and the fairs during 
August, compiling 18 wins at the Downs, 
and returned to familiar form during 
the first three weeks of September, 
notching 26 wins for the period before 
shipping off to Rochester. Fitch won 
one week of driving action, and tied 
Ingraham for first place in another. He 
enjoyed a particularly successful meet 
with horses trained by Artie Brewer 
and Rodney Grady, and will continue 
teaming for them this winter at Pom­
pano.
Dave Ingraham began the meet at 
Saratoga, where he had shipped after a 
strong winter at Pompano, and ended 
the meet as the hottest driver in Maine. 
Ingraham drove sparingly at the Downs 
during May and June, and upon his 
return in early July took over the 
driving chores for the Lockwood stable, 
which then enjoyed its best month of the 
season. With the quasi-departure of 
Fitch, Ingraham began to pick up more 
and more catch drives, and his ag­
gressive driving style allowed him to 
dominate the Downs driving scene 
during September. In the final month of 
the season, Ingraham finished first in 
three of the four weeks, and took an 
amazing 42 victories overall (after 54 in 
his first two months at the Downs); it 
was clear that his time out-of-state had 
sharpened his already proficient driving 
skills. This winter, Ingraham plans to 
compete at Lewiston until early Nov­
ember, when he is hoping to ship to 
Yonkers.
Another top Downs driver planning to 
compete this winter at Yonkers is Jim 
Hardy, who finished fourth in the 
overall race in his second summer at 
the Downs. Hardy, as is his trademark, 
remained consistent throughout the 
meet, winning 17 raced in May and 
June, 22 in July, 26 in August, and 20 in
Equine Seminar Report
By Lynn Marie Smith
There was a good turn out at the 
second annual Equine Management 
Seminar on September 27th sponsored 
by the Rochester Equine Clinic, of 
Rochester, N.H.
The day long affair commenced at 
7:30 a.m., with morning lectures con­
ducted by Richard LaPointe, a Certified 
Public Accountant from North Andover, 
Mass, on accounting “ Methods and New 
Tax Laws” outlined as follows:
A. Sole proprietorship
b. Partnerships
c. Corporations
d. Syndications
e. Taxes & IRS.
1. Business vs. hobby
2. Two of Seven Profit Years
3. Surviving an audit
4. Depreciation Schedule
This was followed by Attorney 
Roberta Harding discussing “ Legal Is­
sues Regarding Horse Farms,”  as 
follows:
a. Legal Documents
1. Boarding Contracts
2. Breeding Contracts
3. Contracts For Selling Horses 
The afternoon session included a
lecture by Bob Loomis of Hamilton- 
Thorn Research on Reproduction in­
cluding:
a. Transported semen
b. Stallion collection
c. Semen evaluation
Grant Myhre of the Rochester Equine 
Clinic conducted a session on training 
aspects:
a. Corrective trimming
b. Angular limb deformities
c. Wound management.
Exhibitors from Agway, Blue Seal,
Tizwhiz, Northeast Structure, plus de­
monstrations of computers, vinyl fenc­
ing, rubber mats, etc. were present for 
viewing by those attending.
We recommend that you put this on 
your calendar for the fall o f 1990. Well 
worth attending!
Please Note!
FOR SALE: Maine Whole Feed Oats for horses. A minimum order of 
2 tons priced at $7.00 per 100 pounds delivered most anywhere in Maine 
with some freight added for out of state deliveries.
Call Arlo McPherson at 207-425-5252
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Walter Case Jr. annexed his 3500th win driving Dr. Longball for the Ballard Stable 
at Scarborough.
September; he enjoyed his strongest 
period the last week in August and the 
first in September. With local trainers 
more familiar with him, Hardy picked 
up far more catch drives than he did 
last summer, and he experienced 
particular success with top-class 
pacers, finishing second only to Case in 
sub-2:00 victories; Sundays tended to be 
his strongest days. In addition to some 
sharp triumphs with Tahoe Lobell, 
Hardy brought Laser Throckmorton 
under the wire in sub-2:00 fashion three 
times and Wee Skipper twice. After the 
fa ir s , he plans to return  to 
Massachusetts, where he will ship in to 
Yonkers and possibly Saratoga from 
time to time.
Fifth place went to Greg Bowden, 
even though he did not compete at the 
Downs the final month of the summer. 
Bowden occupied third place for much 
of July and nearly all of August after 
enjoying his finest meet since arriving 
at the Downs. He finished the meet with 
59 wins; 17 in May and June, 28 in July, 
and 14 in August. Close behind Bowden 
were John Nason, who started quickly,
with 22 wins in May and June before 
tailing off some to finish the summer 
with 58 wins, and Paul Battis, who 
quietly completed another strong meet 
to wind up with 56 wins (including 17 in 
September). Chief among these was his 
triumph in the Firecracker Series final, 
when he patiently handled Long Hill 
Jewel and made his move at just the 
right time in the mile, nipping the 
heavily-favored Osceola under the wire.
Jim Apperti, Jr., who briefly oc­
cupied third place at one point in the 
summer, wound up in eighth with 43 
wins, while Dude Goodblood, who 
finished fifth in 1988, occupied ninth in 
1988 after 42 triumphs. Tied for tenth 
were Greg Annaloro and Roland Mallar, 
who each compiled 36 trips to the 
winners’ circle. Completing the top 
fifteen were Bob Sumner (25 triumphs), 
John Beckwith and newcomer Jeff 
Brewer (24 wins apiece), and Kevin 
Switzer (22 victories). All in all, the 
summer provided additional proof to 
the Downs’ claim of sporting a driving 
colony which rates as among the finest 
in the nation.
Lansdale Returns From 
Soviet Harness Trip
E. “ Scotty”  Lansdale, one of harness 
racing’s goodwill ambassadors, is plan­
ning to personally invite a driver from 
the Soviet Union to come to the United 
States as his guest.
Lansdale returned to the states the 
day before the Little Brown Jug follow­
ing a 14-day tour of Soviet harness 
racing facilities.
Relating the details of his journey to 
the Northeast Harness News at six a.m. 
in a hotel lobby in Delaware, Ohio, 
Lansdale was accompanied by Ameri­
can driver Keith Kash and Canadian 
Bob O’Dwyer who both drove in Russia. 
A native of Great Britain, Lansdale got 
a behind-the-scenes view of Russian 
racing and reports picking up a few 
rubles at the Soviet mutuei windows.
Lansdale, who owns the winningest 
trotter in the world last season - Miss 
Judy Comfort with 26 victories - was 
slated to witness racing at Kiev, 
Tallion, and Moscow. Unfortunately, 
the racing cards at both Kiev and 
Tailion were cancelled because they 
were told the horses were sick.
Lansdale reports that all the horses 
are owned by the state and the purse 
percentage is broken down with 35 
percent going to the driver, 30 percent 
to the trainer, 30 percent to the
By BOB LOWELL
caretaker', and five percent is returned 
to the state.
One of racing’s most colorful 
personalities’ , Lansdale of Olean, New 
York, races predominatley on the Ohio 
racing circuit. He is traditionally a 
fixture at the Little Brown Jug and upon 
his return found that his stable had two 
wins at the Grand Circuit meet.
A former British wing commander 
during World War Two, Lansdale re­
portedly once pole-vaulted out of a 
prisoner-of-war camp and was a 
survivor after being cast adrift on a 
raft.
A scrappy Scotsman, Lansdale, who 
fended off a luggage thief in New York, 
also recounts an altercation with a pick 
pocket. Slamming the guy’s arm in a 
luggage compartment door of a shuttle 
bus, Lansdale says, “ The bus was 
halfway down 42nd street before they 
let him out.”
Taking American souvenirs to the 
Soviet Union was a gesture of good will, 
Lansdale reports a good trip and com­
ments that Russian horses looked in 
good order.
Lansdale recently rejected a Soviet 
offer to purchase Miss Judy Comfort, 
the pride and joy of his stable.
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Selling At Octoberfest Oct. 15th 
Yearling Fillies By Workaholic
MISS WIND SONG
Hip #45 B ay  F illy  4/88
Dam: Taxette by Songcan l:58.3h  out of 
Miss Windy Jamie 2:07.2h by Jamie 1:59.2.
Harness Happenings — N.Y.S.S.
Nominations Include Chance At New 
Riches
Nominations to the New York Sire 
Stakes Program for 1990 take on a rich 
new texture with the introduction of 
$200,000 late season championship races 
that start next year at Yonkers 
Raceway.
This year’s yearling nominees will be 
the first to compete in the divisional 
finals as 2-year-olds, while yearlings 
nominated in 1988 will be the initial 
class of 3-year-olds to vie in the 
championship contest. There will be 
title races for both sexes and gaits, 
bringing the total of contests to eights.
The championships, created in 1988 
for their debut in 1990, will match the 
top eight point-earners in each division 
of Sire Stakes competition at the pari­
mutuel tracks. Points will be awarded 
on the same basis as a purse distribu­
tion — 50 for a win, 25 for second, 12 for 
third, 8 for fourth and 5 for fifth. A colt 
or filly is required to start in at least 
three Sire Stakes legs in order to qualify 
for the final.
Officially, the championships are 
$150,000-added events—with a $5,000
Monticello News
starting fee—although the Agriculture 
and New York State Horse Breeding 
Development Fund has indicated that 
each contest will go postward with a 
$200,000 purse.
There are no extra costs to owners 
beyond the starting fee. Every colt and 
filly nominated and sustained in the 
regular program is eligible to compete 
for a berth in the season-ending events.
From a practical standpoint, the rich 
championships will make it possible for 
a New York-bred trotter or pacer to 
earn $300,000—or even $400,000—inA* 
season without ever leaving the state’s 
borders.
While other states have offered 
divisional championship events over the 
years, none has approached the 
magnitude or New York’s new format.
In creating the new championship 
events, the feeling was that New York- 
bred standardbreds, which always draw 
well above the national average at 
auction, will become even more de­
sirable in the national market. The new 
format, in effect, is a very rich frosting 
on a cake that was quite tasty without 
a topping.
This mare was a New York Sire Stakes winner 
as a two year old in 2:08.4 with a lifetime record  
of 2:04.3h and $62,877 in earnings.
She is a full sister to the Invitational Trotter, 
Frankenshew  2:01.lh  and a half sister to Noble 
Wind 2:01.2.
KATELYN’S MELODY
Hip #9 B ay  F illy  4/88
Dam: M elsong Rainbow by Songcan l:58.3h out 
of M elody Rainbow 2, 2:08.2 by Stars Pride 1:57.1
This mare was stakes placed in the New York 
Sire Stakes as a two year old and has a lifetime 
record o f 2:05 with $47,442 in earnings.
She is a h alf sister to the producer M y Speedy  
Rainbow and the racehorses M elscoot Rainbow  
and Mr. Bagel.
Both o f these outstanding fillies will be paid up in 
the mzyor stakes including the Breeders Crown.
For more information please call:
Lynn Marie Smith, Dupuis Farm, Saco, Maine 
Tel. 207/284-4726
M O N TIC E LLO  -  M o n t ic e llo  
Raceway will be returning to classified 
racing beginning Saturday, September 
30. Classified racing is the ABC system 
of programming races. For the past 
three years the Mighty M has been using 
the conditioned system, where horses 
are programmed on money earnings.
Under the classified system the racing 
secretary raises or lowers horses based 
on their performances. Class A designa­
tions are faster performer than Class B. 
And class C horses, for the most part, 
are lesser calibre than the higher grades.
“ We hope by going back to the 
classified system that we’ll be present­
ing more competitive races,” said Rocco 
Yanoti, executive secretary of the Mon­
ticello Harness Horsemen’s Association. 
“ And we think it will be easier for the 
racing fans. When a horse goes from C-2 
to C-l they will know it’s a move up in 
class. Handicapping races should be less 
difficult.”
Even with the classified system 
horsemen will continue to have the right 
to enter their horses in claiming races, 
depending on what price they think their 
horses are worth.
The present conditioned racing form­
at will be used for the last time on 
Tuesday, September 26.
Equine Careers Brochure
Now Available
The American Horse Council (AHC) 
in conjunction with the American Youth 
Horse Council (AYHC) has recently 
published an “ E ducational Op­
portunities In The Horse Industry” 
Drochure.
The new brochure offers a unique 
compilation of industry resources and 
information beneficial in determining 
iob opportunities in the horse industry. 
It contains helpful hints when making 
decisions on cnoosing types of work 
related to horses directly or indirectly 
and provides many options to consider.
A large comprehensive list of careers 
was created through horse industry 
leaders which includes, in addition to 
the traditionally associated careers 
with horses; computer programer, 
clothes designer, artist, accountant,
attorney, association executive, lob­
byist, publicist, parade organizer, 
audio/visual producer, florist, etc.
The careers listing has been 
categorized according to educational 
requirements and hands-on versus in­
direct contact with horses in order to 
make the selection process simpler.
Also included is a list of equine 
veterinary schools, their location and 
telephone number; equine professional 
organizations; intercollegiate associa­
tions; references for educational equine 
programs; and United States Depart­
ment of Agriculture contacts.
Write or call to receive a complimen­
tary brochure or for bulk orders send 
payment of 25 cents per brochure and 
UPS shipping information to the AHC 
office, 1700 K St. NW, Suite 300, 
Washington, D.C. 20006 , 202/296-4031.
It Pays To Advertise!
Jean Emerson, Editor - Tel. 207-282-9295
1989 M AINE M AR E S-BR E D  LIST
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★  No report /9Qv Eastern Flashy Miss Star Pilot
ARMBRO BLAZE: 8 
Rain Crystall 
Marie Antoinette 
G.C. Matroarich 
AD’s Belinda 
Fiddlefoot 
Invite Me In 
Rifka Lee 
Waybrook Allegro
AWESOME ALMAHURST: 
JJ’s Betsy 
Sugar Is Sweet 
Ata Lady 
High Octane 
Bonny Eagle 
Good Luck Piece 
Chocolate Lil 
Brenda’s Doll 
BJ’s Shadow 
Mountain Diane 
Ms Skipper 
Amber Pace 
Royal Sterling 
Jenny’s Jet 
Sudden Gale 
Rock Maple Overli 
Charbet Betty 
Scarlet Ordeal
BAMF: 3 
Gaelic Brogue 
Molly Collins 
Peacealong Laurie
BARNEY BLUE CHIP: 11 
Lemon Lin 
Best of Charm 
Peggy P
Trusty Thompson 
Fulla Ginger 
Gemini’s Touch 
Justa Plain Ordeal 
Skreen
Sonnet Maria 
Miss Wells Lea 
Marilyn Pluff
BEST CHRIS: 4 
B.J. Counsel 
Cape Pine Luprince 
Cynte Dream 
Gimma’s Girl
BEST JEFFREY: 16 
Soozi Do 
Allison
Spike’s Cathy 
Develish Senorita 
Lavish Brandy 
Lavish Cavaletta 
Cora Jean 
Sarah's Fancy 
Temps Minerra 
Firefly Blue Chip 
Rivlea Shady Lady 
Gaeliz Waltz 
Aerians Gal 
Quicker Than Most 
Sparkle Road 
Shinning Hare
BIOPLAY BOY: 1 
Hockanum
BRAWLEY ROAD: 2 
Chocolate Dream 
Chinbro Green Fire
BRET’S CHAMP: 22 
Lavish Image 
Ursa’s Mac Allen 
Finians Fashion 
Flying In Fashion 
Long Hill Dear 
Surf Side Miss 
Lavish Laurie 
Jannel Hanover 
Breezy N Cool 
Coulter’s Big Byrd 
Jodi Overlook 
Starlike 
Pattietron 
Margie’s Mirage 
Bluefire Lady 
Storm Again 
Lavish Toni 
Seasons Fashion 
Lucky’s Fashion 
Robyn’s Comet 
Fairest Rambler 
Kim Now
CAMMISAM MARISTA: 2 
Heidi-0 
Miche Babe
CAVALCADE: 2 
Likeable Dell 
Easter News
CAVENISH: 12 
Diamond Beauty 
Jenna Mouche 
Birgitta Lobell 
Lovely Miss 
Speedy Jill 
Kelly’s Image 
Miss Janet G 
After Me Please 
Napleon’s Queen 
Riv Lea Gemini 
Silky Sassy 
Darby’s Victory 
CLAYHAVEN VEIDAS: 3 
Twiggy Express 
Dirty Old Woman 
Aurora Leigh 
FLY FISH: 7 
April Colden 
Australia 
Aunt Ginny 
Mud Pie 
Problem Child 
Virginia Clipper 
Swiss Family 
G.G. SKIPPER: 5 
Lake Hill Linda 
Golden Hitter 
Race Me Aggie 
Race Me Courtney 
B.J. Brettina 
GROVETON: 4 
New England 
Kathy’s Kash 
Speedy Splendor 
Rummy Jane 
HERVE HANOVER: 2 
Bons Eye 
Cast An Image 
HIS SON: 1 
Beebee Blue Chip 
HOYT LOBELL: 6 
J.R. Joan 
Willow Spring 
Finkel’s Filly 
Stary Assay
»  Caroline un Bullet J.H. BARON: 1 
Mighty Van
JEF’S DANCE PARTNER: 
Whata Gertie 
Skippys Melody 
JELLY APPLE: 1 
Icy Delight
KAWARTHA T. BAR: 3 
Monogram 
Hurricane Judi 
Peachy Betsy 
KELVIN LOBELL: 2 
Sarah T. Knight 
Devotee
LAVERTO HANOVER:1 
Heidie Jo Max 
LE COURSIER:
Glamour’s Dolly 
Tannie Jean 
Sterling Ginger 
Mane Attraction 
Rejoice 
Sparkle Kattie 
A Million Heiress 
Kreizer’s Skater 
MAESTRO HANOVER: 4 
H.H. Finesse 
Tina Marie Hanover 
Hostess Escort
K.M.’s Romance 
MARK B. TIME: 1 
Affectionate 
MALADY’S ATOM: 12 
Winscock Diana 
Take the Gate 
J.M. Vesper 
Irie Girl 
Falon’s Dream 
Happy Blossom 
Jennifer Royal 
B. Direct Duncan 
Honest Linda 
Ian’s Holly 
Passing Charmer 
Phoebe Belle
MILES END STEVE: 7 
Rae Lee Love 
Hy-Tymes Donut 
Inviolable
Branch Brook Misty 
Ribbon Collins 
Knight Ballerina 
Miles End Ida
MOHAWK ELECTION: 2 
Win Marie 
Some Special 
MONEY SUPPLY: 25 
Valley Kim 
Jemenini 
Penny-A-Point 
Coral Cruller 
Mainstream Barb 
Crane Hill Italia 
Alexendra Lobell 
Magnificient Marcy 
Tootin Home 
Invisible Threat 
Sassy Sandy Q 
P.J. Treasurer 
Be Joyous 
Witsend’s Sandy 
Belle Call 
Sharlus Lady Star 
Pammie Trickett 
Mann Girl 
Julene Juste 
Clang The Bell 
Marathron Marge 
H.H. Lynne 
Direct Vibes 
Petal Pusher 
Pomella
MY BILL FORWARD: 32 
American Princess 
Shiaway Eileen 
Meadow Spin 
H.R. Counsel 
Lola Lynn 
J.J.’s Donna 
Able Nedra 
Petal To Metal 
Stonegate Missy 
New Regal Laay 
C’est Shabu 
El Tee Gee 
Vin Rouge 
Becky Lee Lobell 
French Queen 
Barba Lobell 
Mainstream 
Generality 
Fallon *
Classy Schatzie 
2 Flower Corsage 
Mighty Lisa Lee 
Some Day Julie 
Gormet Girl 
Wedding Bells 
Tango Miss 
H.K. Jolly 
Cantop’s Last Battle 
Achille’s Girl 
Nero Rivage 
Elizabeth Ironstone 
Incus
ONE MO' HILLBILLY: 4 
Fulltime Dream
Scratch N Sniff 
Beaula
Harry's Saridv 
P.F. KASS: 10“
Say Louise 
'ehny Collins 
Pretzel Belle 
Andy's Broom 
Card Party 
Tinleis Lady J 
Tickorv Man Jim
L.M. Dutchess 
Petron Rita 
Bonzai Monti 
PEANUT GALLERY: 2 
Rivlea Echo 
Cindy
PERSUADABLE: 15 
Keep Movin 
Two Words 
Taverns Cita 
Naughty Nellie 
Donnybrook Queen 
Mountain Heather 
Dunstan Jes 
Nero’s Sabina 
Loris Escort 
Fine Queen 
First Dibs 
Oily Baby 
My Fair Princess 
Flamboyant Quest 
Cloverleaf Kate 
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER: 
Sally Hemingway 
ROBETROSS: 5 
Lady Ebony
Swiff Willow 
Spruce Mt. Pat 
ROMEO’S IMAGE: 2 
Sailover 
Isolite
ROYAL REWARD: 10 
Armbro Blazen 
A Student 
Justa Starlet 
Nannette Latharia 
Milkie’s Thunder 
Terror Stricken 
Keystone Heart 
Penuche 
Noble Cindy 
Marcon Kismet 
RUCK A CHUCKY. 5 
Friendly Sea 
Nevele Gwen 
Star Kosmos 
Mary B’s Donut 
Elizabeth Mary 
SAMPLE BEAT: 6 
Josh’s Jeannie 
Tootsie 
Cool Steak 
Josie Collins 
Best Waltz 
Doris Lee 
SCRANTONIAN: 1 
Oakridge Deda
sh e r y l^s n u m b e r : 19
Casino Ore 
Meadow Shinning 
Margie Escort 
Ambro Whimsey 
Mar Con Lynn 
Annie Called 
Red Rocket 
Minnie Ball 
Lucky Deb 
Inga’s Best 
Pine River Fever 
Ellie O’Brien 
Burn Z Oil 
Domestic Aide 
Candy’s Rebel 
Candy’s Committee 
Namahana 
Jinny Forward 
Most Happy Hillory 
SILENT SKIPPER: 14 
Lenape Lil Feather 
Blonde Baroness 
Inspected 
Valley Girl 
Heritage Cindy 
Barbir Ellen 
Stacy Halloran 
Goombay Gail 
Baronella 
Patty 0 
Go Go Stacy 
Fleet Goose 
Jennifer Song 
Miss Dan Ell 
SKIPPER GENE MARX: 
Crane Hill Jamy 
Mighty Individual 
Our Dilly 
Pitter Patter 
Minoka Hanover 
Maeanna 
Smooth Sally 
Champagne Bunny 
Mighty Irish Peg 
Branch Of Irish 
Mountain Mae 
April’s Lollipop 
SKIPPER KNOX: 
Hurricane Anita 
Bit Of Chocolate 
Rum’s Mae 
Chinbro Marge 
Fran Almahurst 
Lisa Barmin 
SOAR: 1 
Chris’s Gift 
SPRINGFEST: 18 
Aurora Easter 
Princess of Prine 
Determined Squirt 
Bradley Pond Julie 
Who’s There 
Sally Rodney 
Glinka Marvel 
Tombolinas’ May Day 
Race Me Smartly 
Maudeen N 
Sasanda 
Tipwitchit
Careless Mold 
Twilight N 
Miss Bauneg Beg 
Hurricane Aileen 
Sprite’s Dream 
STARTROSS: 7 
Ms. Suffolk 
Chandlier 
Jackpot
Touch of Tinsel 
Shady Lane 
Maybe Misty 
Swansey Dream 
STODDARD DREAM: 3 
Aspen Taffy 
B.B. Dolly 
Castle Sorceress 
SURE SHOW: 1 
Eden’s Deb 
T B J ■ 2 
Don’t Cry Baby 
Limeric Miss 
TAM 0 CHAMP: 1 
Singapore Sling 
THE FIREBALL:
Hurricane Peach 
Keystone Bunny 
Chinbro Knoxbren 
Greenacres Bunny 
Chinbro Brenda 
THE LEDGER: 1 
Jo Lo Norma 
THECOND BRUDDER: 
Annie’s Gone 
Mary’s Pilot 
Poker Party 
Rum’s Pride 
Valerie’s April 
Fear of Flying 
THREE KINGS: 4 
Precious Wycke 
Crane Hill Exacta 
Gamble To Win 
Sister Buzz 
TNT’S BAMBINO: 19 
Resist 
Quikly
Delcrest Barb 
Regal Carrie 
Sissy H 
Sugar Spur 
Cissy Lobel 
Streaking Note 
Dell’s Belle 
Joanie C
Miss White Flight 
Pearlie H’s Magic 
B-Square
Carrie Almahurst 
Gentlewoman 
Oh Pro
Lazy Hill Starlo 
Hurricane Irene 
Cashmere Rosebud 
TRUSTY DREAM: 
Michiana Polka 
Pull Box 
Ms Zinger 
Courtland Dorus 
Chinbro Nic 0  Time 
Entlee Tara 
Amethyst Lobell 
Continuous Form 
Ardina Sterling 
Phone Home 
Nearly Fanny 
TRUSTY STAR: 3 
Cape Pine Better 
Ruddington Caper 
Cheeky Miss 
WAVE ON BYE: 2 
Sun Del Rose 
Hanbro Joan 
WILLOW SKIPPER:
Candy Pants 
Tricky Alma 
Best Of Wise 
Ms JK Champ 
WITSEND’S TRIBUTE: 15 
B.B.’s Sparkle 
B.B.’s High Note 
Brighter Moments 
Country Belle 
Cool Arrangement 
Kristy D.J.
Double T. Collins 
Take Em By Storm 
Knotch Hill April 
Silver Bullion 
Hard Time Rosie 
Question Advice 
Bellamy River Deb 
Sweet Lollipop 
Snow Maiden
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New England-owned Pilgrim Punch, owned by Pilgrim Farms of North Billerica, 
Mass., finished fourth in the Brown Jug Final.
Tom Artandi: Big Bucks Big Wins
COLUMBUS, OH (USTA) -  Every 
fall at yearling sales throughout North 
America, tens of millions o f  dollars are 
spent purchasing harness racing’s 
future stars. Of course buying any 
yearling is a risk since none of them 
have ever proven themselves on the 
track. Owners are gambling on the 
horse’s pedigree and on his physical 
appearance without ever knowing if this 
particular youngster will make it to the 
races, let alone turn a profit. This 
gamble can sometimes prove to be an 
expensive one.
However, some owners are now 
bypassing this risk, by sinking big 
money into proven, young race horses 
and enjoying the fruits of success. 
Among this new breed of owners are a 
pair of stables put together by Tom 
Artandi of Thornhill, Ontario. His 
Sybarite Stable bought B J Scoot before 
his sophomore season in 1988 and this 
past spring the Centre Ice Stable 
purchased Goalie Jeff as he was about 
to embark on his three-year-old cam­
paign. For Artandi the purchases have 
meant almost overnight success and 
recognition.
One of the leading trainers in the past 
several years at Greenwood Raceway 
in Toronto, Artandi was definitely not a 
household name in harness racing cir­
cles south of the border. But his desire 
to buy experienced race horses as 
opposed to yearlings has proven to be a 
success, both on and off the track.
Artandi’s partners in this venture, 
like the trainer himself, are far from 
new to harness racing ownership. “ The 
owners that are involved in these two 
horses, with the exception of one, have 
been with me for 10-12 years,”  he said. 
“ I just approached them two years ago 
and said we should go this route and 
they totally agreed. I bought the horse 
ana that’s how we ended up with B J 
Scoot.”
B J Scoot, a Falcon Almahurst- 
Terrys Woe colt had won 10 of 13 starts 
as a two-year-old, with earnings of 
$135,611. He took his freshman mark of 
1:55-1/5 in capturing the $120,000 Ohio 
Sires Stakes Championship at Scioto 
Downs.
With Artandi calling the shots, B J 
Scoot blossomed into one of the top 
three-year-olds in North America in 
1988, winning eight of 22 starts with 
earnings of $671,398. He also became the 
first Ohio-bred to ever win harness 
racing’s premier pacing event, the
Little Brown Jug, taking the final heat 
in a lifetime mark of 1:52-3/5.
What to do for an encore was Artan­
di’s task heading into 1989. Hearing that 
Keystone Sanford, a winner of nearly 
$500,000 as a two-year-old in 1988 was up 
for sale, Artandi got a check ready and 
was prepared to jump on a plane to look 
at the colt.
“ The night before I was supposed to 
go, Arlene Traub (the horse’s owner) 
called me and said the horse was sick 
and they weren’t going to train him,” 
Artandi said. “ I later heard through the 
grapevine that the horse wasn’t sick, 
that they had just changed their mind 
about selling him. A friend of mine then 
told me that Goalie Jeff was for sale. 
I didn’t know a whole lot about him, but 
I arranged to go to Florida and train 
him. I fiked him but decided I wanted 
to train him once more. So I went back 
the following week, trained him again, 
and bought him.”
Goalie Jeff had earned $321,288 in 
1988, the bulk of it from a second place 
finish in the $705,100 governor’s Cup 
Final at Garden State Hark. The Cam 
Fella colt was a bearcat in the New 
Jersey Sires Stakes circuit, with five 
wins in seven starts.
Like B J Scoot before him, Goalie 
Jeff has responded to Artandi’s handl­
ing in a big way. At the end of August 
he was second in North America in 
season’s earnings with $936,140. Among 
his eight wins were triumphs in the 
finals of the $1 million Nortn America 
Cup, the $632,500 Prix d’Ete, and the 
$220,000 Adios. He also won the $252,000 
Oliver Wendell Holmes in straight heat 
times of 1:51-3/5.
Heading into September Goalie Jeff 
is slated to start in the Dancer 
Memorial at Freehold, the Messenger 
Stake at Freestate, and if all goes well, 
the Little Brown Jug at Delaware. 
There Goalie Jeff would attempt to be 
Artandi’s second straight Jug winner.
“ It would be a great thrill/’ Artandi 
admitted. “ I think from what Goalie 
Jeff’s shown, he’s as capable as any 
around.”
Tom Artandi’s success with B J Scoot 
and Goalie Jeff might not revolutionize 
the harness racing industry and it 
certainly won’t affect this year’s yearl­
ing sales. But for Artandi and his 
partners it certainly has been an en-
K and profitable way to succeed in ndardbred business.
Goalie Jeff-Right Place, Right Time
By BOB LOWELL
Before the final heat of the Little 
Brown Jug, winning driver Mike 
LaChance explained to the Northeast 
Harness News, “ You have to be in the 
right place at the right time and have 
racing luck.”
After drawing the rail in the final, 
LaChance sent Goalie Jeff coast to 
coast posting a 1:54.1 victory in the half 
million dollar 1989 Jug at Delaware, 
Ohio.
Taking immediate command leaving 
the gate, Jeff posted fractions of :28.4, 
:58.1 and 1:17.1. Barefoot Hanover got 
the two-hole trip for driver Dave 
Rankin but couldn’t catch Jeff in the 
stretch drive. Tyler’s Best with John 
Campbell up finished third.
Following the race LaChance told 
reporters, “ When I drew the rail, I 
knew I had a chance.”  He continued, 
“ When I saw that we paced the half in 
58 seconds, I knew I had it.”
Praising Goalie Jeff, a bay son of the 
great Cam Fella, Lachance said, “ This 
colt is simply an iron horse. He does 
everything we ask of him.”
For trainer Tom Artandi and 
LaChance it marked the second con­
secutive Little Brown Jug victory as 
they copped the classic in 1988 with B.J. 
Scoot.
LaChance hailed Jeff as a “ tougher 
colt”  then B.J. Scoot after winning his 
elimination in come from behind 
fashion from post seven. In that 
division, Shipp’s Scorch and driver Bill 
Gale established blistering early frac­
tions of 26.4, :55.3, and 1:24.4 . 
Meanwhile Jeff was biding his time and 
still seventh at the half. At the three 
quarters, LaChance and Jeff literally 
swept around the field posting a 1:54.1 
win with a final panel in 28.4. Pilgrim’s 
Punch, owned by the Pilgrim Farms of 
North B illerica , M assachusetts, 
finished second a length back for driver 
Mickey McNichol.
McNichol commented, “ everything 
worked well for us and we had a good 
trip.” He added, “ It has been a great 
afternoon for me.”
After cutting the mile, Shipp’s Scorch 
wound up third. Of the three divisions 
of the first heat, LaChance won two as 
he captured the first with Tyler’s Best 
in 1:54.4. While Arbitrator and driver 
Steve Warrington led through the early 
panels of 27, .55.4, 1:25.3, Tyler’s Best 
leaving from post nine sat third most of 
the mile and with a final quarter in .29 
flat rallied from third at tne top of the 
stretch to nail down the win. Coach 
Riley was second for veteran Chris 
Boring, and Hit The Bid third for Billy 
O’Donnell.
LaChance on Tyler’s Best com­
mented, “ I’m glad we had enough for
that last rush. I know it was going to be 
a tough afternoon because these are all 
good colts.”
In division two, driver Dave Rankin 
hustled Barefoot Hanover from post six 
and was second but three wide at the 
quarter in .26.4. The bay Albatross colt 
tnen made every post a winning one 
with a half in .55.3, three-quarters in 
1:25.2 and recorded a 1:54.1 victory. 
Doug Ackerman got Just the Ticket up 
for second and Robert Rankin was third 
with Ahoy Captain.
Commenting on Barefoot Hanover 
Rankin said, <YWhen we left the gate, X1 
just decided to go for it.”  He continued, 
I am just thankful and so fortunate. 
That raceoff will be plenty tough and I 
hope our luck holds out.’ ^
Goalie Jeff, named the U.S.T.A.’s 
August “ Horse of the Month,”  went into 
the Jug with career earnings of 
$1,485,832 and boosted that another 
$151,310.50 with his share of the Jug 
booty. His victories this season have 
included the Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
Canada’s Prix d’Ete The Adios, the 
North America Cup, and a finish second 
in the Messenger.
Bred by New Englander, Charles 
Michael, of Woodbridge, Conn., he sold 
as a yearling for $38,000 at The Ken­
tucky Standard-bred sale.
As a two year old, the Cam Fella 
progeny was a stand-out in the 1988 New 
Jersey Sires Stakes with seven wins 
overall for the season and banked over 
$300,000 with a race record of 1:55.4. 
Previously named Leapin Lizards, he 
was trained last year by Mark Loewe 
for the Tuda Wilson Stable of Paramus, 
New Jersey.
Buying B. J. Scoot before he raced as 
a three year old, Artandi followed the 
same course of action this year 
purchasing Goalie Jeff for the Centre 
Ice Stable of Islington, Ontario, and 
skated off with another Jug.
Artandi, proving to have a keen eye 
for three year old talent, has been one 
of the leading trainers in recent seasons 
at Toronto’s Greenwood Raceway. He 
relates, “ The owners that are involved 
in these two horses with the exception 
of one, have been with me for 10-12
years.”
It just seems that Artandi and
LaChance have a penchant for being in 
“ the right place at the right t im e /’ 
FINAL HEAT LITTLE BROWN JUG
Goalie Jeff 
Barefoot Hanover 
Tyler’s Best 
Pilgrim’s Punch 
Just the Ticket 
Coach Riley 
Hit the Bid 
Shipp’s Scorch
A h n v  P lanta in
LaChance 
Rankin 
Campbell 
McNichol 
Ackerman 
Borin 
O’Donne 
Gale
D nnl/in
A record 50,000 fans bet $627,000. on the Brown Jug, for a total daily handle of 
$1,753,000. • • - ................................. ..
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HARNESS HORSE HANDICAPPING SYSTEM
_______________________________________ ________________ __________ __________________________________________________________ ___ —.
YOUR COMPUTER
h a r n e s s T k j r s e  h a n d ic a p p in g  s y s t e m
PDS SPORTS SOFTWARE
You no longer have to spend countless hours studying a racing form to handicap a day at the races and still be 
unsure of the horses you have chosen. You can now handicap the entire day's card in less than an hour using 
the software system designed and used by professionals. The system is designed to assist you in determining 
which races are playable and which races are not. By playing only those races for which the system indicates a 
horse having a distinct advantage, you will be maximizing your return on investment. As past performance and 
today's relevant information are entered, the system automatically applies proven formulas for Class, Pace, 
Speed, Recency, Track Category, Trainer and Driver.
HARNESS HORSE RACING PACKAGE...................................................... Item# 2000....... $189.00*
HARNESS HORSE HANDICAPPING SYSTEM..............................................Item# 2100....... 8129.00*
THOROUGHBRED RACING PACKAGE...................................................... Item# 1000
THOROUGHBRED HANDICAPPING SYSTEM..............................................Item# 1100
$189.00'
8129.00'
QUARTER HORSE RACING PACKAGE................................ ......................Item# 3000........$189.00*
QUARTER HORSE HANDICAPPING SYSTEM  ...................................... Item# 3100........$129.00*
(All Horse Racing Packages Include 3 Programs: Horse Program + Trainer & Jockey or Harness Driver)
HARNESS HORSE HANDICAPPING MACHINE Item# 9001 ...... $749.00’
A perfectly portable book-sized computer designed for PDS Sports by Texas Instruments. Included with this Handicapping 
Machine are the Harness Horse Handicapping Program plus 5 Track Tote and Exacta Overlay programs. Also available 
with Thoroughbred, Quarter Horse and Greyhound Handicapping Programs
PDS
800 The World's #  1 Sports SoftwareToll Free Order Desk 8 0 0  9 5 0 -4 5 6 5  ask for extension 7 7 7 K Q
> Use VISA, MasterCard, AMX or COD •  Please specify type of computer when ordering
Add $6.00 shipping and handling for first item and $1.00 for each additional item (Calif, residents add 6 1/2% sales tax).
Scarborough Downs
“ Maine's Showp
Congratulates Maine Breeders Stakes Two Year Old Winners
Two Yrear Old Colt Paeer-Strawman
Winter Stabling Now Available
•Well maintained half mile track • Winterized fireproof barns
• Reasonable per day rates for winter stock. • Location convenient to Route 1 and Maine Turnpike.
Call 207-883-4331)
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Two Year Old Trotter-Aunt Toots
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